
The roots “-able” and 
“-ible” can mean 

“capable of”, “fit for”, 
or “causing.” 

durable 

able to 
endure 
and last 

What are other words with “-able” and “-ible”? 

causing comfort 

comfortable 



What “-ible” word 
describes objects such 
as this bucket, which is 
capable of collapsing 

and becoming flat? 

The suffix “-ible” 
can mean “able to 

be” or “capable of”. 



What word can you make with those roots that 
describes writing that you are not able to read? 

The prefix “il-” 
 can mean “not.” 

The base “leg” 
 can mean “read.” 

The suffix“-ible” 
 can mean “able to.” 



What “-able” word 
describes these 
kittens, whose 

cuteness causes them 
to be adored by 

people who see them? 

The root “-able” can 
mean “causing.” 



The suffix “-ible” 
can mean “able to.” 

What “-ible” word 
describes a person who 
is able to bend and flex 

is or her body into a 
variety of positions? 



What “-able” word 
describes gloves that 

are fit for bring 
thrown away or 

disposed of after 
they are used? 

The suffix “-able” 
 can mean “fit for.” 



What “-able” word describes people or 
things that are easily able to be noticed? 

The suffix “-able” can mean “able to.” 



What “-able” 
describes something 

with qualities that 
cause you to prefer it 
over something else? 

The suffix “-able” 
can mean “causing.” 



What “-ible” word 
describes this jacket 
which is capable of 
being reversed and 
worn inside out or 

outside in? 

The root “-ible” can 
mean “capable of.” 



The prefix “-able” can mean “able to.” 

What “-able” 
word describes a 
person that you 
are able to trust 

and rely on? 



What “-able” 
word means to fit 

for the current 
styles in fashion? 

The prefix “-able” 
can mean “fit for.” 



The prefix “-able” 
 can mean “causing.” 

What “-able” word 
describes a decision 
that causes you to 

feel guilty and 
regret what you 

have done? 



What “-ible” word name numbers that are 
able to be evenly divided by another number? 

The prefix “-ible” can mean “able to.” 

The circled 
numbers are 

_______ by 3. 



What “-ible” word describes buildings and 
vehicles that are fit for access by wheelchairs? 

The suffix “-ible” can mean “fit to” or “fit for”. 



The Latin word “edere” can mean “to eat.” 
The suffix “-ible” can mean “able to.” 

What “-ible” word is 
used to describe special 
“bouquets” such as this 

one, made not of flowers 
but material that is able 

to be eaten?  



What word 
describes material 
that is capable of 
catching on fire 

easily?   

The prefix “-able” can mean “capable of.” 


